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Abstract 
Let x1 , ••• ,~ be i.i.d. N(µ,, U with Xi:p x 1, and partition 
µ,1 "' A1 A2 ~ µ, = (µ,2), L.J= (~l ~2), with µ,i:pix 1, LJij:pix Pj' i,j = 1,2 
where p1+ p2 = p. Suppose w1 , ••• ,WM are also i.i.d. N(µ,2 , ~ 2), 
Wj:p2x 1. For the problem of testing H0 :µ,2 = 0 versus H1 :µ,2 f O, 
the likelihood ratio test is derived and is shown to be uniformly most 
powerful invariant. For the problem of testing il'0 :µ, ~ 0 versus 
H1 :µ, + O, the likelihood ratio test is calculated and its distribution 
is given. N It is also shown that, for .H0 , 
invariant test does not exist. 
a locally mos·t powerful 
AMS subject classifications: Primary 62Hl5, secondary 62F05. 
Key words and phrases: Tests on means, multivariate normal distribution, 
additional information, missing data, multivariate analysis of variance. 
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i...b. Introduction and summary 
Suppose x1 , ••• ,XN is a random sample from a p-dimensional normal 
distribution, N(µ,, ~ where µ, and ~ are unspecified. Partition µ, 
and ~ as 
(1.1) 
with 
I:: (µ,1) µ,2 {11 ;2) 
~1~2 
.... ~. 
µ,i: pi X l, '-'i j : pi X p j ' i,j = 1,2 and p1+ p2 ·= p. Also, suppose 
that w1 , ••• ,WM is a random sample with wj:p2x 1 being distributed as 
N(~, ~ 2). The purpose of this paper is to investiga~e the effect of 
the extra data (w1 , ••• ,WM) on problems concerned with tests about the 
mean vector µ, •. · 
In Section 2, we consider the problem of test~ng H0 :µ,2 = 0 versus 
H1 :µ,2 + O. For this problem, it is shown that the likelihood ratio test 
is uniformly most powerful within the class of invariant tests {UMPI). 
However, the standard arguments which establish that a tes.t is UMPI cannot 
be employed for the current problem since an analytically tractable maximal 
invariant in the sample space is not available. The argument used in 
Section 2 relies on a representation theorem due to Wijsman (1967). 
The problem of testing H0:µ + 0 versus H1:µ f O is considered in 
Section 3. For this problem we derive the likelihood ratio test and its 
distribution. Further, it is shown that a locally most powerful invariant 
test does not exist. Again, Wijsman's (1967) representation theorem is 
used. 
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We close the paper with a discussion of the results of this paper 
as compared with those in Eaton and Kariya (1974). Other problems 
involving partial extra information are also discussed. 
To treat the problem of testing H0 :µ,2 = 0 versus.· 111 :~ + O, we 
first reduce the data given in Section 1 by sufficiency. Let 
N 
s = i~ (xi - x)(x1 - x) •, z = ,/M w , y = Jii x , 
M 
V = i~ (w1- W){Wi- W)', v = Ji µ, 
and k = JM/Jii. Clearly (Y,Z,S,V) is a sufficient statistic and 
Y,Z,S,V 
(2.1) 
are all independent. Further 
y ,._ N(v, L) 
Z ,._ N(k"2' ~22> 
s ,._ w(E, p, n) 
v N w<;2 ,p2 ,m) 
"1 . 
where n = N-1,. m = M-1, "= (v ) is partitioned as µ,, ",.J' means 
2 
"is distributed", and w{E, p, n} denotes the p x p Wishart distribution 
with n degre~s of freedom and expectation &J. 
The calculation of maximum likelihood estimators under H0 and H1 
is somewhat simplified by writing (2.1) in the following conditional form: 
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(2.2) 
yl f y2 N N( "1 + B(Y2- "2)' ;1.2) 
y2 N N("2' ~22) 
z rw N(kv2 , E22 ) 
811.2 rwW~l.2' Pl, n-p2) 
8121 822,..., N(Bs22' .;1.2 ® 822) 
N w(En, P2 ,n) 
N w~2' P2, m) 
where ;l.2 =;1-~J;~1 , s11 _2 = s11- s 12s;;s21 , B =;;;!, (&) 
denotes the Kronecker product, and s 12 1s22 denotes the conditional 
distribution of s12 given s22 (see Eaton (1972)). 
Under H0 , it is not hard to show that the ma.xilID.lm likelihood 
estimates of the paraneters are given by 
(2.3) 
Under H1 , the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are given by 
~ 
(2.4) 
v2 = (Y2+ kZ)/{l+k2) 
,. 
,. 
(N-f-M~2 = 
* 
~1.2 = 
,. ,. 
,. ,.. ,. 
,. 
,. 
s22+ v + (Y2- v2 )(Y2- v2 )' + (z-kv2 )(z-kv2 )' 
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Substituting these quantities into the likelihood function of the 
observations in (2.2), the likelihood ratio statistic is given by 
N+M N+M 
A -- ~ --
(2.5) 1 = 1~21 
2 /1~21 2 = 
N+M ~ ~ ~ ,,. -
I s22+ v + (Y2- "2)(Y2- "2)' + (z-kv2)(Z-k~2)1 2 
N+M 
I S + V + Y Y' + zz' I 2 22 2 2 
so 
(2.6) 
2 
>.N-1-M =} s22+ v + u(I-Q)u' I 
Is + v + uu' I 
. 22 
where U = (Y2 ,z):p2 X 2 and 
l 1 k 
Q:2 X 2 = --2 (k k2) l+k 
is an orthogonal projection of rank 1. Thus I-Q :2 X 2, is also an 
orthogonal projection of rank 1. Since Q = aa' where 
(2.7) 
a= 1 l . 
,/J.+te (k) : 2 X 1, 1 -k (I-Q) = bb' where b = ./1~ ( 1 ) , Thus, 
2 N+M I s22+ v + Ubb 'u' I 
1 =----------
1s22+ V + Uaa'u + Ubb'U' I 
1 
= , 
1 + (ua)'(s22+ v + Ubb'u')-
1{ua) 
so the likelihood ratio test is equivalent to the test which rejects for 
large values of the statistic 
- 4 -
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(2.8) F0 = (ua)'(s22+ v + Ubb'U')-
1(ua) • 
Since a'b = 0, Ua and Ub are independent, Ub "'N(O, ~ 2 ) so 
s22+v +Ubb
1UNwa:;2 , p2 , n+m+l) and UaNN{Jl+k
2 v2 , ~ 2). From 
these facts it follows immediately that 
n + m + 1 - p2 (----)F 
P2 0 
has a non-central F distribution - say :JP
2
,n+m+l-p ( 't') - with p 2 2 
and n+m+l-p2 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 
'f = (1+k2)v~ ~! v2 • Thus, under H0 , standard tables of the F-distribu-
tion can be used to calculate percentage points of the distribution of 
F0 • This completes our discussion of the likelihood ratio test for H0 
versus H1 • 
We now turn to the question of optimal properties of the test just 
derived. F·or the 
be analyzed. Let 
for i = 1,2 and 
H0 :µ2 = O versus 
current discussion, the data in the form (2.1) will 
A A 
A= (0
11 A12) be a p X p matrix with A .. :p.x p. 
22 . 1.1. 1 1 
det{A .. ) + o. For b:p1X 1, the testing problem 1.1. 
H1:µ2 f 0, is invariant under the transformations 
on the sample space given by 
b Y -> AY + (0 ) 
(2.9) 
Z -> A22z 
s ->ASAI 
V -> A22VA~2 
Formally, the testing problem is invariant under the group G ={gig= (A,b)) 
with A and b described above. Composition in the group G is defined 
by 
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(2.10) (A,b}o(A,b) = (AA, A11'b + b} • 
The group action on the parameter space is 
(2.11) 
b µ, -+ Aµ, + (0) 
Z-+A ZA' • 
The reader is referred to Lehmann (1959) or Eaton (1972) -~~r a 100re 
complete discussion of decision problems invariant under groups of trans-
formation. 
Proposition 2.12: is a maximal invariant parameter under 
the group action given by (2.11). 
Proof: The proof is routine and is omitted. 
Now, let 8 be the class of level a test functions which are 
a 
invariant under the group G. The remainder of this $ect.ion is devoted 
to s hawing that the likelihood ratio test derived earl°ier . ·is a uniformly 
most powerful test in 8. Ordinarily, the proof of such a result would 
a 
proceed along the following lines: 
(i) First, compute. a nice function of the data, say T = T(Y,Z,S,V), 
which is maximal invariant under the gr,oup action of (2.9). 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Next, derive the distribution of T, which w~ll depend only on 
the parameter 6, 
dPT 
On the basis of the analytical form of R6(t) = ~(t), argue dP0 
* * that a UMP t~st of H0 :o = 0 versus H1:o > 0 exists and 
then show that this UMP test is equivalent to the likelihood 
ratio test. 
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However, for the problem at hand, an analytically tractable maximal 
invariant seems difficult to find so that we have not been able to carry 
out (i) of the above proceedure. An alternative to the above proceedure 
is to use a result due to Wijsman (1967) to calculate the form of R6 
directly without going through steps {i) and (ii). Now, we proceed with 
the details. 
Since the testing problem is invariant under G, to analyze the 
power functions of tests 
generality. Now, write 
~ e ~ , we can take 1J = I without loss of 
a 
(2.13) { 
S N UU t, · 
V ""'vv', 
u N N(O,I ® I ) p p 
V N N(O,I ® I ) 
P2 m 
where u is ~ X p and v is m X p2 • Then we have the data 
(2.14) 
Y ""'N(v, IP) 
Z ""'N(k"2' I ) 
P2 
u N N{O, I @ I ) p n 
V N N(O,I @I) 
P2 m 
and the action of G is 
y· ~ AY + b 
(2.15) 
u ~ Au 
The joint density of {y,z,u,v} with respect to Lebesgue measure is 
- 7 -
(2.16) p (y,z,u,v) = c exp[-½(y-v)'(y-v) V 
-½(z-kv2)'(z-kv2 ) - ½tr uu' - ½tr vv'] 
where c is a constant. 
Proposition 2.17: A left invaria~t measure on G is given by 
P1+p2+1 
(2.18) y(dA,db.) = IA11Ai1 I 
- p /2 
IA22A;21 
2 
dAlldA12dA22db • 
Proof: The proof is routine and is omitted. 
The Jacc;,bian of the transformation (2.15) is, for _·g. = {A,b), 
n+l 
(2.19) J{g) = IAA' I- 2 1A22A~I 
m+l 
2 
Let T be any maximal invariant function of the data and let T P 6 denote 
its distribution. According to Wijsman' s ( 1967) result,·· the Radon-
Nikodym derivative R6 = dP!/dP~ is given by 
(2.20) 
JG pv(g(y,z,u,v))J(g)-1y(dg) 
R =---------. 6 -1 JG p0(g(y,z,u,v)}J(g} y(dg)· 
Theorem 2.21: a6 is given by 
(2.22) 
00 
R6 = H(6) ftt) cj6j[{kz+y2)'{s22+-v + UU 1 )-1{kz+y2)]j 
where p 
2j r(-j)r{j + ½)r(~+2 + j) 
c.='7Tj . 
J • 2 
r(½)r(j + p2/2)r(~Ti) 
- 8 -
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U is defined in (2.6), and H{6) = exp[-½(1 + k2 )6]. 
Proof: First note that 
(2.23) trAuu'A' = trASA' = trA11s11 •2Ai1 + trA22s22A~2 + 
½ -½)( ½ -½)' 
tr(A12822 + A11812822 A12822 + A11812822 ' 
where ½ 822 is a square root of s22 • Thus, since 6 = v~ "2 as 
;2 = I, 
(2.24) b b p"(g(y,z,u,v)) = c exp[-½(Ay + (0 ) - v)'(Ay + (0) - v) 
-½(A22z-kv2)'(A22z-kv2) - ½trAuu'A' -½trA22vv'A~2] 
= c H(o) exp[-½(A11Y1+ A12Y2+ b-v1)'(A11Y1+ A12Y2+ b-vl) 
+ v~A22 (kz+y) - ½trA22 (v + y2y~ + zz')A~2 
-½tr A11811.2Ai1 - ½tr A2282!-~2 
1 1 1 ½ 
-½tr(A128:2 + A118128;~)(A128~2 + A118128;2)'] • 
Integrating first over b, then over A12 and next over A11 , we see 
that all these factors cancel in the expression for R0~. Thus, setting 
V 
' ' W = S22+ + Y2Y2 + zz, 
(2.25) 
m+n+2-p2 
_H(o)fexp[v~A22 (kz+y2 ) -½tr A22wA~2 ]jA22A~2 1 
2 
R 6 = m+n+2-p2 
dA22 
Jexp[-½tr A22WA~2] IA2~~2 1 2 dA22 · 
m+n+2-p2 
Jexp[v~A22w-½(kz+y2 ) -½tr A2~~]1A2~~21 
2 
= H(6) m-t-n~2-n 
2 
. J exp [ -½tr A22A~2 ] I A22A~2 I 2 dA22 
- 9 -
dA22 
The expression (2 .22.) for R6 now follows immediately from Lemma 1 
in the appendix, since W = s22+ V + uu'. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.26: * A uniformly most powerful test in ia of H0:6 = 0 
* versus H1:6 > 0· is given by 
(2.27) 
where 
~* =l 1 
0 
if {kz+y2 ) '(s22+ v + uu' )-1{kz+y2 ) :2: k0 
otherwise 
* k0 is chosen so that ~ e ia. 
.-
I I 
I 
~ 
fa;,) 
~ 
J 
I 
fj 
' 
'wJ 
·~ 
~ 
Proof: Since R6 ~s an increasing function of {kz+y2) '(s22+v+uu')-
1{kz+y2 ), \.,) 
the result foll9Ws inmediately from the Neyman-Pearson Lemma. 
Theorem 2.28: * . The test ~ is equivalent to the likelihood ratio test. 
Proof: As in e.quation (2.7), write UU·' = Uaa'U' + Ubb'u·' and note that 
] 
ua - -
- Ji+k2 (kz+y 2) • Thus 
(2 .29) {kz+y2)'(s22+ v + uu')-1{kz+y2 ) = 
(1-t-k2 )(ua)'(s22+ v + Ubb'U' + Uaa'u')-1(ua) 
(ua}'(s22+ V + Ubb'u)-
1(ua) 
= (l+k2 ) ------------ • 
1 + (ua)' (s22+ v + µbb 'u' )-
1(ua} 
~ The equivalence of o/ and the likelihoo~ ratio test is now clear. 
§ 3. Testing that v1= 0 and v2= O. 
In this section we deriv:~ the likelihood ratio test for testing 
vl 
H0 : v = 0 versus· H1
: v + 0 ( v = ( v ) ) and fj.nd the distribution of the 
2 
likelihood ratio test under H0 • In addition, we outline an argument 
- 10 -
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which shows that a locally most powerful invariant test of H0 versus 
H1 does not exist. Again, Wijsman's (1967) theorem is used. 
To derive the likelihood ratio test, the data ·is again considered in 
the conditional form: 
Y1IY2 ,.._ N(vl+ B(Y2- "2), ~1.2) 
y2 N N(v2 , ~ 2 ) 
z N N(kv2 , ~ 2 ) 
(3.1) \ 811.2 N wCLt1.2' P1, n-p2) 
8121 822 N N(B822' ~1.2 ® 822) 
822 N w~22' P2, n) 
V "' w~2' P2,m) 
Under H0 :v1= 0, v2= O, the.maximum likelihood estimates of the remaining 
parameters are given by 
,. 
(N+M) ~ 2 = s22+ v + Y2Y~ + zz' 
(3.2) ,. ( ')( ')-1 B = 812 + Y1Y2 822 + Y2Y2 
N ;.1.2 = (s11+ Y1Y{) - (s12+ YlY~)(s22+ Y2Y~)-l(s12+ YlY~). 
Under H1:v + O, the maximum likelihood estimates of. the parameters are 
(3.3) 
~ 
\J = 2 
Ao 
(Y2+·kZ)/(l+k
2 ) 
-1 
B 
= 
812822 ,. ,. ,. ,. 
~ 
{N+M)~= 
~ 
N ~1.2= 
,. 
,. 
,. ,. ,. ,. 
s22+ V + (Y2 - v2 )(y2 - v2 )' + (_Z-kv2 ){z-kv2 )' 
811.2 
: ~ 
"1 = Yl- B(Y2- "2) 
Substituting these values into the likelihood function of the data in 
(3.1) under H0 and H1 and forming the ratio, the likelihood ratio 
- 11 -
statistic is 
N M+N 
(3.4) °A= 
1±· i 2lf., I- 2 11.2 ~2 _ 
N M+N = 1112 ~ --~ --
1~1.21 21;21 2 
where 
2 ~ 
N 1~1.21 1811.21 
= Al = ,.. 
1811+ Y1Yi - <812+Y1Y~)(s22+Y2Y~)-1(s12Y1Y~)I 1~1.21 
I (3.5) I ~ 
N~ 1~21 
A.2 = ,.. • 
1~21 
Theorem 3.6: U~der H0 , 11 and 12 are independent. Further, under 
HO, 
(3.7) 
and 
(3.8) 
where 
has an 
g 1 
N N--
Al 1 + Fl 
_g_ 1 
N+MN.-F 
A.2 1 + 2 
n+m+l-p2) has an { F2 
P2 
3 p2 ,n+m+l-p2 
3 
. 1i,n+l-p · diS t ribution. 
Proof: First, write 
(3.9) 
2 
ii · 1c..1 
·--l!J 
xl = Is + YY' I 
1822+ Y2Y2I 
1s221 
1 + y~s;~2 
= 1 + YS-lY 
- 12 -
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I -1 1 + Y2 822 Y2 
I - .,.. I -= A 1 X ~ 
l + (Yl- BY2) 811.2(Yl- By2) + y2822 2 
1 
~ I -1 ~ 
(Yl- BY2) Sll.2(Yl- BY2) 
' -1 l + Y2S22y2 
1 + 
~onditional on (s22 , Y2), Y1 N N(BY2 , ; 1 _2 ) and 
"' -1 I -1 '5; ) BY2 = s12s22y2 """ N(BY2, Y2S22y2J.l .2 • Thus under 
on (s22 ,Y2), 
(3.10) ""'N{O, ~1.2) • 
-1 Ji + Y~S22y2 
H0 · and conditional 
Since s 11 _2 NW~1 .2 , p1 , n-p2), the conditional distribution of 
F 1 = (Yl- :Y2) 'si:~.2(Yl - :Y2)/(l + Y2S~ly2) is p/(n+l-p) \,n+l-pl. 
Hence F1 has the same distribution unconditionally. Since F1 and 2 
x:+M are clearly conditionally independent given (s22 ,Y2), they are, 
under H0 , unconditionally independent since the distribution of F1 
does not depend on the conditioned variables. The distribution of 
2 
x:+M follows as in (2.7) and the discussion following (2.7). This 
completes the proof. 
From the above result, it follows that under H0 , A is distributed 
as the product of two independent random variables which are each powers 
of Beta random variahles with the powers being different. Unfortunately, 
- 13 -
existing tables do riot allow the exact calculation of the percentage 
points of A under H0 • 
The following interpretation of A is interesting. A2 is the 
likelihood ratio' statistic for testing H0:v2= 0 versus H1:v2 f 0 
. * is the likelihood ratio statistics for testing H0 :v1= 0, 
* v2= 0 versus H1: v1+ O, v2= O. Thus A can be interpr~ted as first 
* testing H0 and after accepting H0 , testing H0 under the assumption 
that H0 is true·. This type of interpretation and decomposition of 
likelihood ratio statistics for testing normal means occurs in other 
contexts. For example, see Hogg(1961) for a univariate normal example, 
Eaton (1972) for the multivariate analysis of variance case, and 
Kariya {1974) f~r the application of these ideas to the multivariate 
linear growth curve model. 
In contrast to the situation in Eaton and Karyia (1974), we now 
indicate -that there does not exist a locally most powerful invariant 
test for testing · H0 :-v = 0 versus H1 : v + O. Consider the data in the form 
(2.1): 
{3.11) 
Y N N{v, ~ 
z N N(kv2 , ~ 2 ) 
S NW{L), p, n) 
V NW<;2 , P2 , m) • 
The testing problem is invariant under the group 
det Aiif 0, i = 1,2) as described in Section 2. 
the sample space is given by (2.9) {with b = 0) 
- 14 -
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G = _{A I A = ( 11 12) , 
0 - 0 A22 
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parameter space is given by (2.11) (with b = 0). The following is clear. 
Proposition 3.12: A maximal invariant in the parameter space is 
(3.13) 
As with the testing problem in Section 2, an analytically tractable maximal 
invariant (under G0 ) seem difficult to find. Let P~- denote the 
probability distribution of any maximal invariant T at the parameter 
t\ 
point 6 = ( 6 ) • Further, set W = S + YY' and X = V + ZZ' • 2 
Theorem 3.14: The Radon-Nikodym derivative 
(3.15) T T R& = _dP 6'dP O = H( 6)F 1F2F 3 
where 
H(6) = exp[-½&1-½(l+k
2 )62 ] 
~ j ( -1 ) I -1 ( -1 0 
Fl = j=O 61 Yi- w12w22Y2 w11.2 Yl- w12w22Y2 }c. J (3.16) 
00 • 
F2 = j~ 6~(Y2+ kZ)'(w22+ x}-1(Y2+ kZ)d~ 
F3 = exp[½ &1Y~w;!r2 ] 
and 
p . n+l-p 
r(/)r(j + ½) 2J r( 2 2 + j) 0 1 
C • = '7T p n+l-p2 . J J. 
r( ½)r( j + 21) r( 2 ) 
(3.17) p 
r( t>r(j + ½) 2j rcm-1-;+2 + j) 0 1 
d. = r- p . J • 
r(½)r(j + t> r(m+n+2) 2 
-:- 15 -
Proof: The proof·of this theorem is similar· to the proof of Theorem 2.21. 
The details are omitted. 
Corollary 3.18: For 61 and 62 small, 
(3.19) 
where 
(3.20) 
and the remainder term o{61+ 62 ) is uniform in (Y,s,v,z). 
Proof: This follows immediately from {3.16) by simply multiplying out 
the constant and linear terms in H(6) and Fi, i = 1,2,3 and noting 
that the error term is uniform in (Y,s,v,z). 
Now, let cp · be a level a test function of H0 : "; = O versus 
H1:" + 0 which is invariant under the group G0 • From (3 .19), the 
power function of ~ can be expressed by 
(3.21) 
where the rematnder term o{61+ 62 ) is uniform in cp. Using the 
Gerneralized Neyman-Pearson Lemma (Lehmann (1959)), it follows from (3.21) 
that a locally most powerful test for alternatives of.the form 
62 = y61 > O (with y a known positive constant), exists and it clearly 
depends on y. Hence a locally most powerful invariant test does not 
exist for H0 :6 = O versus H1 :61> O, 62 > o. This completes our dis-
cussion of locally most powerful test of H0 • 
- 16 -
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§ 4. Discussion. 
In an earlier paper, Eaton and Kariya. (1974) investigated the effect 
of having additional observations on certain coordinates when testing for 
independence in multivariate normal populations. In this situation, the 
likelihood ratio test completely ignores the extra observations. However, 
a locally most powerful test does exist and involves the extra observations. 
The purpose of the present paper was to investigate the effect of 
having extra observations on testing problems involving.the mean for 
observations from the multivariate normal. As we have seen, the effect 
of the extra observations depends very much on the particular hypothesis 
involving the mean vector. 
The two problems above do have an interesting common feature. Namely, 
the calculation of a reasonable maximal invariant in the sample space 
does not seem possible. Thus, to investigate the power functions of 
invariant tests~ Wijsman's (1967) Theorem was used. 
It is cle~r that a variety of open questions remain as to the effect 
of extra observations on mean testing problems. One possible context in 
which to study such problems is the multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA) context. One form for the MA.NOVA model is the following. 
Suppose Y:N x p N N(x1B, IN X L4 where Y is a matrix. of observations, 
x1 :N x q is a known matrix of rank q, and B:q x p is a matrix of B B 
unknown parameeers. Partition B as B = (Bll B12) where Bi . is 
21 22 ,J 
qi X pj' i,j = 1,2 and p1+ p2 = p, q1+ q2 = q. Consider "extra 
observations" Z:M X p2 rv N(X2B22 , IM X ~ 2 ) where x2.:M X q2 is a 
known matrix of rank 42· One of the standard problems in MANOVA is to 
- 17 -
test H0:CB = 0 versus where C is r X q of rank r. 
A central problem is to discover how the presence of Z effects the test-
ing problem. For example, under what conditions will a locally most 
powerful test exist? Or, under what conditions will locally minimax 
tests exist? 
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Appendix 
Let ~(r) denote the group of r X r orthogonal matrices, let 
qt(s) denote the group of s X s non-singular real matrices, and let 
G;(s} be the group of s X s lower triangular ma.trices with positive 
diagonal elements. 
Lemma 1: If r is distributed uniformly on ~(r), (i.e., r has invariant 
probability measure on ~(r) as its distribution) then ~l has a beta 
distribution with parameters½ and r;l. Further, 
(A.1) 
e 2k r(!.)r(2k+1) 
Yn = 2_.2. 
rc½>r(2~+r) 
Proof: Since r is uniform on ~(r), the first row of r has the same 
r 
distribution as ll~II where X ,.., N(O,Ir). Thus, ~l ,.., X~~ X~. That 
~l N Be{½, r;l) now follows from Wilks {1962) and (A.1) is an easy 
computation. 
Lemma. 2: Let Be qt{s) have a density on Q.t{s) given by 
m-s 
(A.2) p(B) . dB _ exp [ - ½tr BB ' ] I BB ' i 2 dB 
IBB' ls/2 - . ~ J exp[- ½tr BB'] IBB' I 2 dB 
where m is an integer, m ~ s • Then 
(A.4) 
I 00 • • 
e ex By= j~ dj{x'x)J(y'y}J 
where 2
j r(i)r(j + ½) r(~ + j} 
d. = 7T . -
J J. r(½)r(j + !.) r(!!!) 
2 2 
- 19 -
s 
Proof: First note that dB/IBB'l 2 is both right and left ·invariant 
measure on Q.t(s). Each Be Qt{s) can be written uniquely as Tr 
+· 
with Te GT(p) and re &(s) (Eaton (1972)). Let .~.t(dT) be a left 
invariant measure on G;{s) and v(dr) be invariant probability 
measure on <s(s). It follows from the uniqueness of inva.riant measures 
that 
{A.5) J f(B) ~ s/2 = k1 J J f(Tr) v.t{dT)v(dr) 
G.t(s) IBB I G;(s )&(s) 
for all integrable f defined on G.t(s) where k1 is a constant. Thus 
(A.6) j ex'By p(B) dB s/2 = J J ex'Try pl (T)v_e(dT)y(dr) 
. IBB' I 
where 
m 
(A.7) (T) = exp[- ½tr TT']ITT'l2 pl · m 
J~xp[- ½tr Tr']ITT'l2 v.t{dT) 
Now, 
(A.8) x'Tr t ½ j e y v(dr) = jexp[x'TT'x) (y'y) y11 ]v(dr) 
00 1 j . 2· 
- J E 7T ( X 'TT' X) ( y 'y) J y J v( dr) 
- • O j. 11 J= . 
oo • • r(!)r( j + ½) 
= ~ J.. {x'TT'x)J{y'y)J 2 · j=O J• 
r(i)r(j + i> 
The last step follows from {A.1). 
Now, write S = TT'. Again, it follows from the uniqueness of 
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(A.9) i+ g(S) 
p 
dS J s+l = k2 +( g(TT')vt(dT) 
1s12 GT s) 
Where g+ is the space of 
s 
s x s positive definite synunetric ma.trices, 
g is an integrable function and k2 is a constant. Hence 
(A.10) 
Thus 
(A.11) 
J (x'TT'x)j p(T) vt(dT) = 
m-p-1 
J (x'sx)j exp[- ½tr s]lsl~ds 
m-p-1 
. -2-J exp[- ½tr s]lsl dS 
S NW(I,s,m) so x'sx 
x 1x 
has a x2 -distribution. 
m 
J(x'TT'x)j p(T) vt(T) = (x'x)j 2jr(; + j) 
r(~) 2 
Therefore, 
Combining (A.11) with {A.8) yields A.4. This completes the proof. 
The above argument shows that when B has a density {A.2), 
· s 1 
then bf1 is distributed as the product of a Be{½, ; ) and an inde-
pendent ~-
- 21 -
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